
11. (a) What is web mining ? What challenges needs
to be pose for discovery of effective rcsource
and knowledge from the web ? 1

(b) Explain term Frequency / Inverse Document
Eequency (TF/IDF) scheme for indexing text
documents. 6

OR
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12. (a) Explain Apriory - based approach for mining
frequeot subgraphs. . .t

(b) What is text mining ? Explain precision and
Recall measures for text rctrieval. 6

Note : (l) Assume suitablc data wherEvcr noc€ssary.
(2) Illustrate your answer with the help of

ncat sketchcs.

I (a) Explah the concept of data integration and
data hansformation. g

(b) Explain data smoothing techniques for
removing noisy data. 6

OR

(a) \ryhar is data mhing ? State the impoftance
of dala mining. 6

O) Describe atEibute Jubset setection technique
of data reduction witlr suitable example. t
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3. (a) Describe multidimensional dara model. g
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4. (a)

(b) Exptain the usage of data warehousing for
information processing. 6

OR

(b) Describe measures for computing classifiers

accuracy- 7

OR

(a) Explain the following :-
(i) Linear Regression.

(ii) Non-linear Regration. 6

(b) Describc measures for computing plEdicator

. grrars. 7

(a) wh,at is Cluster Analysis ? Whac types of
data usuatly occur in clu$er analysis ? 6

O) Explain the ne€d of data reduction and

tantrormadon techniques in high-dimensional

time - series data. 'l

OR

10. (a) Exptain tbe purpose of following :-
(i) Panitioning methods.

(ii) Hicrarchical methods.

(b) Explain K-Medoids with example.

Describe a three - tier
arcliitecture.

data warehouse
8

8

5

(b) Exptain multiway array aggregation for full
cube computation. 6

(a) Describe "Ma*et Bask€t Analysis" w.r.t.

fr€quent iteflrset mining. 6

(b) Describe the method of mult'rlabel associadon

mles mining widr example, 7

OR

6. (a) Explain support - confidence framework for
mining association nrles. 6

(b) Describe the need of corrclation analysis in
support of association nrles mining. 7

(a) Explain the following :-
(i) Network Topology.

(ii) Backpropagstion.

9
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